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Hi, I'm Salvatore Buscemi.  
 
I'm the cofounder and CEO of The Commercial Investor, as well as the Managing Director of Dandrew 
Partners, our boutique real estate investment bank. The Commercial Investor was created to give you the 
systems, tools, training and access you need to be a successful investor. The economy is still strong and the 
timing is still right to profit from some unique investment opportunities in the commercial real estate market. 
We’d be honored to have you join our investor group and profit from one or more of the unique deals we see 
coming our way. 
 
What makes us better than the rest? What is our edge? To answer those questions and more, I’ve prepared 
four short videos which go over the basics of how we structure our real estate investments to manage risk, and 
optimize our position for success: 
 

1. Relationship-Driven Deal Flow: A direct line to the movers and shakers who make things happen  
 
2. Data-Driven Underwriting: Searching 20+ deals to find one that meets our specifications for success 
 
3. Thorough Due Diligence: We are turn over every rock so there are NO SURPRISES 
 
4. Vetting of the Operating Team: Full, audited background checks on the operating partners 

 
In this first of four videos, I’d like to talk to you about what we call, “Relationship-Driven Deal Flow”. 
 
I firmly believe that our strong reputation in the industry has earned us a “preferred partner status” with an elite 
class of investors, and I’m talking specifically about “Family Offices”. Family Offices typically have $100+ 
million in assets under management. They are patient, passive investors who are decisive and can move 
quickly when presented with a high-potential investment opportunity. They bring exceptional added-value to 
any deal beyond just providing their balance sheet. These Families consistently bring a depth of market 
knowledge and expertise that only decades of investing and development experience can bring. That 
experience is priceless, and we use that information and insight to our advantage. I’ve known most of these 
Families personally now for close to 20 years, and aside from my own family, they are some of my closest 
friends and associates. 
 
As a result, our investors get the same access I enjoy to some closely-guarded special situations where we 
can get a disproportionate amount of the upside, all without taking on additional risk. I’ve been advising our 
investor-partners for some time now to “keep their investing powder dry” for what we see as an emerging 
window of real estate investment opportunity in the coming months. 
 
We are continuously searching for the best real estate deal that will provide a stable and profitable long-term 
investment. When we identify a unique investment candidate, I will post a “video prospectus” which effectively 
conveys the true sense of a project, including interior walk-throughs of the target property and spectacular 
aerial (drone) views that show the property in full locational context.   
 
In the meantime, I value your feedback, so please don’t hesitate to contact me at any time with any questions 
you may have. 
 
Thank you, and for The Commercial Investor, I’m Sal Buscemi. 


